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Introduction  

Today any review of a new processor whether it’s used in a desktop computer, a laptop, a tablet or a 

phone will contain lots of information about how efficient it is and the new technologies that have been 

used to achieve this performance. Operating system developers spend large amounts of time 

optimizing improve efficiency and extend battery life, but what can be done by someone who is 

designing an application and wants to ensure it runs as efficiently as possible? The aim of this sample 

is to provide insight into how features in a game can affect the power efficiency of the hardware it’s 

running on including the importance of frame rate capping, the effect of bandwidth on power and the 

cost of running asynchronous CPU work. The sample also demonstrates a way an application can 

adjust its workload to prolong a system’s battery life when it detects a change from AC power to 

battery, how aggressive the change is can be adjusted based on the currently active windows power 

scheme. The sample code can be found here. 

 

Figure 1: Power Explorer with onscreen power information from Intel Power Gadget 2.7 

Before looking at the sample itself we need to understand the basics of how modern PC hardware 
works regarding power. Processors are designed around a Thermal Design Power (TDP) limit, with 
mobile processors such as those found in Ultrabooks typically having a TDP in the region of 15-
17watts while a larger laptop might be designed around a limit of 25-45watts. TDP is a worst case 
value when running a very demanding application such as a game, most processors when running a 
more “typical” workload, will dissipate power that is less than the rated TDP value; how much less will 
depend on the application and the specific part being tested. Since 2010 many Intel® Core™ 
processors include Intel® HD Graphics as part of the processor architecture.  By integrating the CPU, 
memory controller, and the GPU system performance and power usage, especially in mobile systems 
can be greatly improved. Two of these features are Intel Turbo Boost Technology which takes 
advantage of unused power budget to increase single or multi-core CPU frequency and Intel HD 
Graphics Dynamic Frequency Technology adjusts the GPU frequency. With the combination of Intel 
Turbo Boost Technology on the CPU and Dynamic Frequency Technology as part of the Intel HD 



Graphics, the system may be able to increase the processor or graphics frequency and voltage in 
order to speed up a particular application based on its requirements. This balancing between CPU 
and GPU is particularly important for Intel mobile platforms that are designed to maximize 
performance and minimize power usage for a given power budget based upon form factor. 
 
The diagrams below show the idea behind the concept of a power load line or turbo triangle, 
In a CPU heavy application if there is additional thermal and power budget, the processor can make 
use of Intel® Turbo Boost Technology to increase both frequency and voltage, to help speed up the 
application. In essence, the processor is borrowing the unused graphics power and thermal budget - 

see Figure 2 Left. This also works for applications that are graphics intensive. The graphics engine 

makes use of Dynamic Frequency Technology to increase both frequency and voltage - see Figure 2 
Right. 
 
 

 

Figure 2: (Left) Power budget in a CPU heavy application (Right) Power Budget in a GPU heavy application 

These diagrams are highly simplified as the relationship between frequency and power is non-linear 
and is described as; 
 
Power = F (frequency) * V2 (Voltage) * C (capacitance constant of the chip) + Leakage 
 

These diagrams also ignore that fact thermal design power is the maximum thermal power the 
processor can dissipate over an extended period of time, but this is not in recent processors the 
maximum power that can consume for brief periods. This idea is show in Figure 3. 

 
Figure 3: Intel® Turbo Boost Technology 2.0 

After idle periods, the system accumulates “energy budget” and can accommodate high 
power/performance for up to a minute before it stabilizes at the TDP limit, this instantaneous power 
limit is normally set to a fixed percentage of the TDP. This fact is very important to keep in mind when 



measuring an application performance on particular hardware, too brief a test and the application 
might be benefiting from a brief period of above normal performance and isn’t representative of 
normal conditions. 
 
 
The result of the dynamic nature of modern hardware is when optimizing any application it is 
important to keep the close relationship between CPU and GPU in mind, even when an application is 
bottlenecked by one part of the processor additional performance might be obtainable by optimizing 
an unrelated piece of code because of power sharing. A side effect of this dynamic power balancing is 
individual optimizations don’t necessarily save you power but _should_ end up with performance 
gains elsewhere as another part of the system will use the savings, a holistic approach needs to be 
taken where all the components are investigated and designed to run efficiently together with a fixed 
limit on the amount of content we actual display in a fixed period such as a cap on frame rates. An 
approach similar to the above was taken in GRID2* by Codemasters and is detailed in this article 
here. 

 

Figure 4: GRID 2 graphics menu with power options 

The sample code. 

The core of the sample was designed around the idea used in GRID2 that an application can and 
should adapt its behavior based on whether it’s running on battery or AC power. We also wanted to 
show a way of adapting this behavior changed to reflect how the user had their system configured so 
the decision was taken to tie the amount of adaption into the currently active windows power scheme. 
As well as extending the system’s battery life when not running on AC power that also allows the 
application to adapt to the fact the hardware’s performance will change based on the power scheme. 
As the sample was created it became clear that to tell the complete story of how and why a game 
needs to adapt based on the power source we would need the ability to accurately display power 
information in real time and allow the user to experiment with a wide range of graphics options to see 
how they affect power as not all optimizations will be applicable to all titles. The result the sample can 
be split into 3 main areas. 

1. Windows Power API’s for measuring battery life, capturing system notifications on power changes and 
information on the current Windows Power Scheme. 

2. Integration of Intel Power Gadget 2.7 and the information this allows to be displayed on screen. 

http://software.intel.com/en-us/articles/codemasters-grid-2-on-4th-generation-intel-core-processors-game-development-case-study


3. A sandbox showing the effect the various graphics options have on power draw and the interaction 
between each other. The main effects that can be adjusted are: 

1. VSync Rate 
2. Backbuffer Format ( a choice of 32 Bit and 64Bit formats and MSAA) 
3. HDR pipeline ( Tone mapping and bloom) 
4. Resolution ( Using a simple upscale post process) 
5. CPU workload and thread usage 
6. Shader workload. 
7. Tessellation level. 

 

 
 

Windows Power API’s and Power Schemes 
Most application are designed to run well when the system is operating from main power, the application 
can make full use of the systems TDP limits and optimisations are geared towards getting work done as 
fast as possible an using every available piece of the hardware to the maximum. It’s often overlooked that 
the system can behave very differently when running on battery power. The user can control much of this 

behavior through the Microsoft Operating System Power Plan settings (Figure 5), the default power 

schemes are: Maximum Performance, Balanced, or Maximum Battery ( Power Saver). The OS attempts to 
maintain the highest performance state on the processor core when the Power Plan options in the OS are 
set to Maximum Performance. Under Maximum Battery the power plan will essentially disable Intel® Turbo 
Boost Technology by preventing the OS from allowing the processor to enter its highest performance state. 
 

 

 
Figure 5: Operating System Power Plans 

 

If a user has configured an application to run on well when connected to the AC power and mid-use the 

system is unplugged the change in performance can be significant and lead to a bad user experience, the 



more aggressive the power plan has been set to conserve power the bigger the change. Luckily the 

application can detect these changes.  The main function used is in the sample  is 

RegisterPowerSettingNotification this is called to enabled WM_POWERBROADCAST messages when  

1. The system power source has changed 
2. The remaining battery capacity has changed 
3. The primary system monitor has been powered on or off 
4. The active power scheme personality has changed 

 

By tracking WM_POWERBROADCAST messages It’s possible for a game to warn if playing on 
battery for example – “Hey, I’m on battery, so your machine won’t be fast enough to play me on these 
settings, auto-adjusting…”, as seen in the GRDI2 screenshot in Figure 4. 
 
The sample displays the current active power scheme in the upper left hand side of the scheme using 
the windows API function PowerGetActiveScheme together with current power source as shown 

inFigure 6:  

 
Figure 6: Onscreen power source and OS power scheme 

The current power scheme is updated by in the code that handles the WM_POWERBROADCAST, 
together with whether the system is running on battery or AC power. To demonstrate how a game 
might adapt to the different power schemes the sample detects when the power scheme changes and 
automatically changes the settings to one of three 3 pre-configured setting levels if the application is 
configured to automatically adjust its quality, this is only done when running on battery. The user can 
also manually pick one of the pre-configured settings or customized the settings themselves using the 
sandbox UI. The dropdown box for selecting how the application behaves is in the upper right corner 

of the UI and is show inFigure 7: 

 

 
Figure 7: Sample settings behaviour 

The custom option is automatically selected if the user changes any of the settings in the rest of the UI. 
None of the changes require the D3D Device to be modified in any way, allowing for a seamless change 
when battery is detected. This is similar to the approach taken in GRID2 where lower quality settings were 
automatically used when on battery if an option was selected in the front end menu and could extend 
battery life during game play. Selecting a pre-defined quality level and then changing the OS power 
scheme is useful to show the affect the scheme can have in real world performance when settings remain 
the same. 

 
 

To retrieve more information on the status of the actual battery when not running on AC power 
GetSystemPowerMetrics is also called. This allows the estimated remaining battery life to be displayed 
along with the percentage of remaining power. This information is incredibly useful to anyone playing a 
game on the portable PC and is often overlooked in games which when run in fullscreen don’t allow the 



user to see the normal windows notification information. Providing the information in game can prevent a 
bad user experience when the PC starts to slow down to conserve power or even shuts down at a bad time 
during game play. 
 

 

Integration of Intel Power Gadget 2.7 

In order to experiment with any optimizations and their effects on power it is essential to have a reliable 
way to measure the power draw of the processor. For this Sample we use Intel® Power Gadget, a free 
application than can be installed on any compatible PC. Intel® Power Gadget is a software-based power 
usage monitoring tool enabled for 2nd Generation Intel® Core™ processors or later. It is supported on 
Windows* and Mac OS X* and includes an application, driver, and libraries to monitor and estimate real-
time processor package power information in watts using the energy counters in the processor.   

The main reason for using Intel® Power Gadget within this sample is it includes an externally callable 
lightweight APIs to extract power information programmatically.  The API layer is a set of libraries and dll’s 
that can be called and offers the flexibility to call the tool from within code sections of an application. This 
API has been used to read and display processor temperature, frequency and power draw within the 
sample. The Intel® Power Gadget isn’t required to run the sample but without it the sample will only display 
information it can extract directly from windows. Power Gadget doesn’t need to be running for the user to 
make use of its power measurement tools, the application can dynamically link to DLL’s installed with the 
power gadget tool.  

The sample will dynamically load either EnergyLib32.dll for 32-bit applications or EnergyLib64.dll for 64-bit 
applications from the Intel® Power Gadget install directory which it finds from environmental variables. This 
library is then initialized by calling IntelEnergyLibInitialize() from within the MySample::Create() function at 
the same time as setting up the 3D device.. 

If the library correctly initializes the sample adds a set of elements to the UI to display any future data. The 
ReadSample()function is called once per render frame.  We then call GetNumMsrs() to find the number of 
internal machine specific registers (MSR) that are available through power gadget.  GetPowerData() is then 
called for each sampled MSR and provides the relevant data. Details of exactly how to interpret the data 
returned can be found in the Power Gadget API guide, in addition to the data that’s specific to the hardware 
the sample is running on Power Gadget also provides functions for commonly supported processor 
information such as  GetIAFrequency(), GetMaxTemperature(), GetTemperature() and GetTDP(). 

The information returned from the various power gadget functions is displayed as a set of Oscilloscope 
graphs as part of the samples UI. The exact information returned from power gadget is specific to the 
processor that it’s running on, not all processors will report individual power figures for IA and GPU and the 
exact accuracy can vary by platform. By integrating the power measurement API and its display directly 
into the sample we can display a great deal of information real-time with very limited overheads.  

The sample is designed to be forward compatible with future versions of Power Gadget which allows for 

new hardware platforms to be supported. 

An alternative to using Power Gadget 2.7 that doesn’t require any integration into an applications code 
base is  Intel® Graphics Performance Analyzers 2013 (Intel® GPA), a suite of graphics analysis and 
optimization tools to help game developers optimize  games and other graphics-intensive applications. 
Most of the power metrics available in Power Gadget 2.7 are also available in GPA and up to 4 can be 
displayed as an overlay. If more information is required then Intel GPA System Analyzer can be used 

(shown in Figure 8) 



 

Figure 8: Intel GPA System Analyzer 

GPA also includes tools to analyzer the graphics workload to find the individual draw calls and effects that 
are take the most time (and normally the most power) and show how much they contribute to the final 
image. 

 

 

Power SandBox 
 
The final and largest area of the sample is a user interface that allows the user to experiment with various 
graphics settings and in conjunction with the power gadget information see their effect on power draw. It’s 
important to realize the sample isn’t designed to show the most efficient way to code a particular effect, in 
some cases the graphics options is deliberately un-optimized as the aim is to show just how significant the 
effect on an impact on power draw un-optimized graphics calls can have. The sample will behave 
differently depending on the type of hardware its run on, some systems allow only a limited amount of 
power balancing between CPU and GPU while other systems aggressively balance power between many 
system components and changes in code in one area can significantly affect the performance of a 
seemingly unrelated effect somewhere else. The user is encouraged to experiment with different options to 
see just how they affect their own hardware. 
 
The sample has 7 main areas that can be modified, designed to reflect the most common areas that game 
designers need to consider, these are; 
  

1. VSync Rate 
The sample allows for a selection of No VSync, 60FPS and 30FPS. This is often the most important 

optimization that can be made in a game to conserve power. With No VSync and optimizations to the 

CPU or GPU will raise frame rate but will probably won’t affect the actual power draw and hence 

battery life of the title. A classic example of where this can have a major impact on a game can be 

seen in frontend screen such as a multi-player lobby. The actual graphics workload might be relatively 

small but if VSync isn’t used the screen might update at 100’s of frames a second and draw power 

faster than the actual in game segment. 

2. Backbuffer Format 
Another graphics option that has a big effect on power draw, not only do 32Bit back buffer formats 

such as DXGI_FORMAT_R8G8B8A8_UNORM perform better due to lower bandwidth compared to 

floating point rendertargets that can take up to 2-4x the memory they require much less power, if high 

precision is required for HDR processing then a format like DXGI_FORMAT_R11G11B10_FLOAT 

might provide enough detail while saving on bandwidth and power. 



 
3. HDR pipeline  
The sample allows the post processing pipeline to be scaled by disabling both tone mapping and 
bloom, the effects haven’t been heavily optimized and the intent is to demonstrate the significant 
impact they can have on power draw. 

 
4. Resolution 
Scaling the resolution the backbuffer is will obviously have a big impact on power consumption as it 
reduces both bandwidth and pixel shader utilization. Rather than adjust the resolution in the sample 
we use a slightly different approach, we allow the sample to render to a smaller offscreen surface and 
then upsample the image during the post processing stage. This has two benefits, first the UI can 
render at the native screen resolution while the 3D image is lower resolution it’s frequently less 
noticeable in a game due to post processing such as motion blur or depth of field. The second benefit 
is enabling upsampling doesn’t require the 3D device to be modified in any way allowing for a faster 
change over. 

 
5. CPU workload and thread usage 
Modern processors share a power budget between CPU and GPU and as described in the 
introduction the load on one component can affect the other, the sample allows the user to specify the 
number of threads that are running in parallel with the graphics workload, by default each enabled 
thread will run constantly. The user also has the option to limit the number of CPU jobs the processor 
attempts, the workload is split across multiple cores and once completed the threads will go idle until 
the next game loop. As more threads are active the IA power draw increases and if TDP limited the 
power draw will decrease. Splitting CPU work across multiple cores and allowing the work to finish 
early is normally more efficiently than running 1 or two threads constantly, but the exact number of 
jobs to demonstrate this will vary between systems. 

 
6. Shader workload 
The Sample has 2 scenes that can be drawn, both have the same geometry but the higher quality 

scene uses more textures and more complex pixel shaders to do per- pixel lighting.  

7. Tessellation level. 
The floor in the scene is run through a Domain shader, using a slider on the UI you can adjust the amount 
of tessellation applied to the floor in the scene, the wireframe checkbox allow the user to see the effect. 
This only affects part of the scene and at the higher tessellation levels produces sub-pixel triangles but it’s 
useful to see the effect on the GPU that additional geometry had on power. 
This feature is only available on hardware that supports it, the UI controls are disabled and the basic mesh 
is drawn directly with no tessellation applied on hardware prior to DX11. 

 
All of these quality options are used in the pre-defined settings files that are used to adjust based on power 
scheme but can be over-ridden by the UI if a user wants to experiment with individual components. 

 

Summary 
Power efficiency is of ever growing importance in PC gaming, people expect to be able to play on their 

PC’s for extended time periods even when running on battery Hardware improvements have allowed PC’s 

to dynamically adjust their frequency and power draw based on the current workload while frequently 

having to balance different components to stay within a fixed power budget. This has the effect that 

optimizing for power might not necessarily show power savings, but _should_ end up with performance 

gains elsewhere when running at unconstrained frame rates. In order to actually save power and extend 

battery life the single most important optimization that can be made is to cap the games frame rate.  In 

order to give the best possible user experience games should monitor the Windows Power Plan as well as 

the state of being on Ac power or battery, and games should adapt their quality settings accordingly. This 

sample demonstrates a way to do that and shows both how to measure power and provides a sandbox for 

the user to adjust different workloads and see the effect on the power distribution with the system. While no 

means an exhaustive list of the different graphics options that can affect power it provides a starting point 

for anyone interested in experimenting. 

 



As a final example of the effect that adjusting settings can have running the sample on a 47Watt 4950HQ 

system (See Table 1) gave the following results with over a 3 fold reduction in power draw between 

maximum visual quality and power saving options 
 

 
Figure 9: Power comparison of different settings 

 
 

Screen shots are shown below; 
High Performance 123FPS  Balanced 60FPS   Power Saver 30FPS 

 

 
Figure 10: Image comparison of scene rendered at different settings 

 
 

The main things that significantly affected the power draw of the same can be summarized as: 

 Frame rate, limiting the maximum frame rate is the single most important optimization regarding 
power. 

 Bandwidth, back buffer formats and MSAA affect almost every rendering call, the less bandwidth 
the better. 

 Limit CPU work that doesn’t provide tangible benefits on modern systems to allow more power for 
the GPU, avoid spin locks and unnecessary polling, optimize time consuming functions even on 
none critical threads, just because the CPU is fast enough to do the work without stalling another 
part of the code doesn’t mean it’s an efficient use of the power budget. 

 Balance shader cost against visual quality, excessive tessellation or highly complex pixel shaders 
that provide only minimal visual benefits can significantly impact on power draw. 
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Table 1: Hardware Spec used in testing 

CPU i7/4+3e SV 

CPU SKU 4950HQ 

Thermal Design Power 47W 

CPU Cores 4 

Processor Graphics HD5200 

Processor Speed 2.4GHz/3.6GHz 

GPU Speed 200MHz/1.3GHz 
 

*Other names and brands may be claimed as the property of others 
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